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As the world evolves today, Julian Assange argues that today’s use of the internet is hindering 

people’s ability to retain their private lives. To make his argument, he effectively utilizes the rhetorical devices 

of pathos, cause and effect relationships, and fear.  

In the beginning of the article, Assange delves right in by recalling one of Orwell’s articles called 

“You and the Atomic Bomb” in order to evoke fear in his audience. When explaining the significance of his 

article, Assange uses the word despotism, meaning to implement absolute power in an oppressive way.  He 

follows by remembering the tragic incidents that occurred when bombs were dropped from the sky in 

Nagasaki and Hiroshima.  In these brief examples relating to the atomic bomb, Assange is forcing the 

audience to remember and think about these terrible situations right before going into a deep explanation 

about how the internet is affecting our world.  This use of fear is effective because it is comparing something 

so dreaded and destructive, to the internet; something that most people today consider to be a necessity.  

Assange does a very good job in laying down a fearful undertone to the essay which then causes the entire 

article to always include an aspect of fear.  

In “Who Should Own the Internet,” cause and effect relationships are made to further understand 

privacy along with the role it plays in government. Assange implements cause and effect with George 

Orwell’s essay “You and the Atomic Bomb.” Orwell explains his theory that “a complex weapon makes the 

strong stronger, while a simple weapon —so long as there is no answer to it — gives claws to the weak.” The 

cause of complex or simple weapons can affect the way different people are affected. Orwell’s theory helps to 

develop a statement made by  Julian Assange later in the article that “the destruction of privacy widens the 

existing power imbalance between the ruling factions and everyone else., leaving the “outlook for subject 

peoples and oppressed classes… still more hopeless.” When privacy is destroyed, ruling factions may target 
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common people because they are easy to manipulate. Yet, that does not have an effect on the stronger 

people. Assange uses cause and effect relationships to support his belief that the the government invades in 

people’s privacy making it difficult to create trust.  

Throughout the article, Assange uses Pathos to appeal to people at an emotional level. In the middle 

of the article, Assange talks about how surveillance has become a deeply ingrained part of society. He 

describes “[this] cancer” as something that has surpassed a mere “surveillance state, but has created a 

“surveillance society.” By comparing the surveillance in people’s lives to cancer, Assange is trying to reach 

people at a deeply emotional level. Since cancer is something that many people have had personal experiences 

with, be it themselves, family members, or friends, it is something that people associate with death and 

sickness. By making this connection, he is directly relating surveillance in society to something that people 

strongly associate with very bad emotions and experiences, thus making it so the reader strongly associates 

the surveillance ingrained in society to bad things. With this now personal emotional connection to the 

problem that he is discussing, the reader is now more likely to care about the issue and its implications. The 

pathos used to make this connection furthers Assange’s argument that internet has lead to constant 

surveillance of people’s lives, and therefore has become a part of society. 

With his use of fear, cause and effect, and pathos, Assange creates the argument that the internet 

takes away people’s ability to remain private. By using these devices, Assange can bring to light the issues of 

society that can sometimes slip under the radar. 


